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Abstract: Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a brownish red, highly active gaseous substance. It plays an 
important role in the formation of ozone. NO2 can be produced by natural lightning, and N2 and O2 
in the air can be combined by a large amount of heat generated when lightning current passes through. 
Anthropogenic nitrogen dioxide mainly comes from high-temperature combustion processes such as 
motor vehicles and factory emissions. The purpose of this paper is to study the relationship between 
NO2 concentration and traffic flow and meteorological variables. 

1. Introduction 

Nitrogen dioxide is nitrogen oxide, the impact of atmospheric environment and human body can 
not be ignored. NO2 is one of the main culprits of atmospheric photochemical pollution and also 
causes acid rain. When it enters the soil with rainwater, it directly pollutes water bodies and soil. If it 
enters the human body, it will cause harm to human life. It can also directly stimulate respiratory 
organs, causing toxic reactions and harm human health. 

The data are a subsample of 500 observations from a data set that originate collected by the 
Norwegian Public Roads Administration. The response variable consist of hourly values of the 
logarithm of the concentration of NO2 (particles), measured at Alnabru in Oslo, Norway, between 
October 2001 and August 2003. 

The independent variables are the logarithm of the number of cars per hour, temperature 2 meter 
above ground (degree C), wind speed (meters/second), the temperature difference between 25 and 2 
meters above ground (degree C), wind direction (degrees between 0 and 360), hour of day and day 
number from October 1. 

Table1 Statistics table 
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First work out the mean and variance of NO2 by R program. The mean of NO2 concentration is 

3.70 and the variance of it is 0.75. Then we plot the data distribution of NO2. We can see that NO2 is 
very close to a normal distribution. QQ-scatter plot was used to draw the distribution of dependent 
variables, which showed a linear distribution. So it was determined by linear programming with 
independent variables and dependent variables. 

 
Fig.1 Mean and variance  
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Fig.2 NO2 distribution  

 
Fig.3 NO2 qq plot  

Draw the performance graph of NO2 increasing with time. NO2 concentration has no relation with 
day number from October 1. In this picture, at 200 to 400 days, there are no NO2 points. At other 
times, NO2 is present and the distribution is very similar. 

Draw the performance graph of NO2 increasing with hour. NO2 concentration has no relation with 
hour of day. The NO2 concentration distribution is similar from hour to hour. Removing these 
variables from the model is what we want. 

 
Fig.4 Plot(NO2,day)  
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Fig.5 Plot(NO2, hours)  

We assume that temperature difference has no significant relationship with NO2 concentration. Suppose 
H0: the variance of temperature difference is the same as the variance of NO2 concentration. Ha: the variance 
of temperature difference is different from the variance of NO2 concentration. Comparative analysis of 
variance was used. 

 

2. T-test for dif  
H0 is rejected because the p-value is less than 0.025. There is a sufficient evidence to show a 

difference in variance of NO2 and difference of temperature. 
Build the simple linear model for the NO2 concentration. 
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3. Linear regression  
The qq-plot is drawn which include the independent variables. The picture show that their linear 

relationship is not a straight line. Try to remove a direction variable and draw the qq-plot again. As 
can be seen from the comparison of the following two figures, the relationship between independent 
variables and dependent variables is more linear after removing the variable direction.So we choose 
the three variables Car + Deg + Wind. 

  
Fig.6 Qqplot(NO2,cars+deg+wind+direction) 
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Fig.7 qqplot(NO2,cars+deg+wind)  

Compare the two models: NO2~Car + Deg + Wind and NO2~Car + Deg.Compare the two models: 
NO2~Car + Deg + Wind and NO2~Car + Deg. ANOVA was used to compare the two models and 
select a more appropriate model to express the relationship between variables. 

 

Fig.8 ANOVA table  
From the P-value <0.05 in the ANOVA table, it can be concluded that the first model is better.We 

plot the residual against estimated response to check the correctness of the model. 
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Fig.9 diagnostic plot  

 

4. Outlier Equation  
For a regression model with p parameters: Any observation with hii>2p/n has potential for exerting 

strong influence on the results. This does not apply for data set with 2p/n>1.Pay attention on 
observation (s) that have hii>2n/p or |ti|>2. Using the outliertest by R to check the outliers. 

 
Removing these data and predict the new dataset. 

 

5. Predict Data  
The linear relationship between NO2 concentration and traffic volume and meteorological 

variables was established by using R program. 
The linear relationship between NO2 concentration and traffic volume and meteorological 

variables was established by using R program. Select the variables that have the greatest influence on 
the dependent variable from the independent variables. Scatter plot and T-test were used to exclude 
variables with low influence. Then select the appropriate linear model by comparing the linear model. 
Then draw the residual diagnostic plots. Use outlierstest to find the points of high impact. Finally, the 
new data are used to verify the equation. 
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Find the simple linear relationship is NO2=1.0365334+0.4534679cars-0.0307232deg-
0.1413669wind+0.0008258direction-0.012977hour 
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